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Abstract: This study is an evaluation of the Arkansas Teacher Corps, an alternative teacher 

certification program that places teachers in high needs schools in rural, southern Arkansas. This 

evaluation focuses on an intermediate goal of the organization—effective teaching practices—
and uses a matching strategy to determine the effectiveness of Arkansas Teacher Corps Fellows. 

Data comes from third party observations and student surveys. ATC teachers are rated 

significantly higher on constructs of content knowledge, teacher-student relationships in class, 

and teacher-student relationships out of class by students. There are no significant differences 

between ATC and non-ATC teachers noted by observers or on other constructs measured by 

student surveys.  

 

KEYWORDS: Alternative certification, high needs schools, teacher observations, student 

surveys, matching  
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I. Introduction 

No serious person interested in education disputes the importance of teachers in shaping 

students’ learning trajectory. Teachers are schools’ largest expense, and have the greatest impact 

on student achievement (Darling-Hammond 2000). Excellent teachers not only contribute to 

student learning, but also impact their students far beyond the classroom as they continue their 

education and live and work as adults (Chetty, Friedman, and Rockoff 2011). While everyone 

recognizes the importance of teachers and of having a high quality teacher in front of every 

student, schools have widely differing access to the supply of highly qualified teachers, with 

disadvantaged schools bearing the brunt of the limited labor pool (Ingersoll 2002). Teacher 

quality is essential for student growth, and unevenly distributed across schools. Thus, 

policymakers have been working to develop strategies to enhance teacher supply and quality in 

areas where it is lacking, such as low income urban and rural areas.  

In response to these local challenges, states have devised strategies to increase the labor 

pool of teachers in these areas. One such strategy is alternative certification. Alternative 

certification programs are predicated on the assumption that individuals with a desire to teach 

can be effective in the classroom without having gone through a traditional teacher preparation 

program, which is generally thought of as a four-year undergraduate course of study with an 

unpaid student teaching experience as part of their preparation. Alternatively certified teachers 

typically have academic backgrounds in the subjects they teach, meaning they may actually have 

greater content knowledge than traditionally trained teachers. Further, the sole reliance on 

traditionally certified teachers limits the teacher labor pool only to those individuals who knew 

they wanted to teach when beginning their undergraduate career, or who can take four to five 

years out of the labor force to go back to school for this training. This places severe limitations 
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on the teacher supply pool, and does not necessarily ensure that only highly capable teachers are 

entering the classroom. Teacher labor shortages are often concentrated in particular subjects—

notably math and science—and in disadvantaged areas, requiring schools serving disadvantaged 

students to make do with whomever is left after the affluent schools have had their pick of 

available applicants.  

Not only do some argument that alternative certification is necessary because of labor 

shortages; still others believe that, regardless of teacher preparation, teachers experience the most 

development once they are in the classroom. Murnane and Phillips (1981) found that teacher 

effectiveness increases most dramatically during a teacher’s first years in the classroom; 

similarly, Pigge (1978) found that most teachers believed their most useful development 

happened on the job (in King Rice 2003). This research demonstrates that the traditional four to 

five year preparation program may not be fully preparing teachers for the classroom while still 

creating an unnecessary barrier for entry into the field.  Alternative certification programs accept 

individuals who meet program requirements, but who generally do not have an undergraduate 

degree in education. Alternative certification programs are thus able to attract professionals 

looking to switch careers, recent college graduates who majored in subjects other than education, 

and other non-traditional candidates. By expanding the teaching force, alternative certification 

programs are a means to provide greater choice—and higher quality choices—to districts facing 

teacher shortages and who would otherwise be forced to fill positions with a rotating cast of 

long-term substitutes or underqualified candidates they would have preferred not to hire. Such is 

the situation in rural, southern Arkansas, where schools face significant shortages of available 

teachers, and low-income students of color are disproportionately affected by this shortfall.  
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Teach for America (TFA) is the most widely recognized alternative certification program 

in the country. TFA is a highly competitive and selective alternative certification program which 

recruits and places CMs nationally in disadvantaged schools. By 2016 over 50,000 Corps 

Members (CMs) had taught in struggling schools across the country (Teach for America 2016). 

TFA recruits recent college graduates, as well as career-switchers, places CMs in a region, and 

arranges interviews between CMs and school districts. Corps Members are hired and paid 

directly by the district. CMs participate in a five week summer training institute, where they 

participate in development sessions focused on pedagogical techniques, classroom management 

strategies, content, and diversity, equity, and inclusiveness in education. TFA also partners with 

local districts to run school-wide summer school programs for students. CMs are responsible for 

teaching summer school classes in subjects and grade levels that roughly correspond to what they 

will be teaching at their placement school. Corps Members commit to two years with Teach for 

America, at the end of which they have a full teaching license in their placement state. 

Throughout their two year commitment, CMs are regularly observed and coached on their 

teaching in the classroom, and participate in ongoing professional development sessions 

facilitated by TFA.  

A major criticism of TFA has been that it only requires a two year commitment, which 

critics see as an opportunity for ambitious college graduates to pad their resume with a two year 

service commitment before leaving the teaching profession for a more lucrative or competitive 

field. By encouraging high turnover, critics contend, TFA is hurting the schools and students it 

purports to serve, and ensures that disadvantaged students are perpetually taught by a rotating 

cast of inexperienced, uncommitted teachers (Labaree 2010). On a related note, critics argue that 

because TFA essentially imports college graduates to teach in high-needs area, it is encouraging 
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a sort of prolonged “voluntourism”(McGloin and Georgeou 2016), where CMs are not fully 

invested in their communities or appreciative of the strengths and assets of the communities, 

students, and families with whom they interact, and instead view themselves as outside saviors of 

children in need (Anderson 2013). These problematic mindsets, according to critics, both 

decreases retention among CMs who view teaching as a time-limited, feel-good exercise, and 

reduces communities’ sense of agency and empowerment in overcoming the challenges they 

face.  

In response to these criticisms, TFA has focused on improving retention among alumni 

and increasing programming for CMs revolving around community engagement, asset-based 

thinking, and diversity, equity, and inclusiveness to ensure that CMs are fully invested in their 

communities, see themselves as partners of those in the community in which they teach, and are 

empowering their students to make changes in their communities as well.  

While there are vocal critics of TFA and other alternative certification, these criticisms 

are often not voiced by school leaders whose job it is to place high quality teachers in front of 

students each year. Indeed, many school leaders are supportive of such programs and programs 

based on the TFA model have been developed in a few areas across the country. For example, 

the New York City Teaching Fellows program was launched in 2000 to address teacher 

shortages in New York City public schools, with an emphasis on increasing the diversity of the 

teaching force. Similarly, the Mississippi Teacher Corps aims to staff high needs schools in 

Mississippi while enrolling its teachers in a master’s program in Curriculum and Instruction. 

Because of the potential benefits of localized selective alternative programs in high needs 

contexts, the Arkansas Teacher Corps was developed to serve disadvantaged schools in rural 

Arkansas. 
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The Arkansas Teacher Corps (ATC) is an alternative licensure path operating within the 

state of Arkansas with the goal of providing high quality teachers to high-needs schools. ATC is 

modeled after TFA, but with two important features designed to address the major criticisms of 

TFA. First, ATC requires a three year commitment, and pays Fellows an additional $15,000 

stipend over those three years in an effort to increase recruitment and long-term retention.  

Secondly, ATC recruits individuals who have specific ties to the Arkansas community and 

context—recent graduates from Arkansas universities, Arkansas natives who attended nearby 

schools, and professionals currently working in Arkansas who want to switch into teaching. 

These intentional design features should increase retention and increase Fellows’ sense that they 

are working with their community to address education inequities, rather than promote the view 

that they are coming in from the outside with all the answers.  

ATC first placed teachers in school in the 2013-14 school year. The recently completed 

2015-16 school year was the program’s third year of placing teachers in districts. In the 2015-16 

school year, ATC Fellows taught in 21 high-needs schools in the state, teaching subjects as 

diverse as elementary art and high school chemistry.  The program has not yet been rigorously 

evaluated on the effectiveness of its teachers, and is set to expand in the 2016-17 school year, 

with the number of incoming Fellows practically doubling the number of teachers from the three 

prior cohorts.  

This evaluation is designed to determine the effectiveness of the first three cohorts of 

ATC Fellows and point to areas of improvement for the program.  In a break from previous 

evaluations’ reliance on student standardized test scores as a measure of effectiveness, we rely 

on classroom observations and student surveys, enabling us to capture important dimensions of 

teaching that may go uncaptured by standardized assessments; moreover, using this evaluation 
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strategy allows us to measure the effectiveness of teachers in subjects not connected to 

standardized state assessments, such as art and music and even such classes as high school 

calculus or 12th grade English. Thus, this evaluation strategy is also superior for practical 

reasons; because so many of the ATC teachers do not teach tested subjects, we would not have 

the statistical power needed to conduct a test-based value-added analysis of ATC Fellows’ 

effectiveness.  

 The rest of this paper will proceed as follows: first, we will review the research on the 

effectiveness of alternative certification programs, building an evidence base supporting the 

proposition that the Arkansas Teacher Corps could be successful; next, we dive into the 

Arkansas context, establishing the need for the Arkansas Teacher and its underlying program 

theory of change. Moving forward from there, we explain our research design and sample, before 

discussing our results and concluding. The overarching goal of this paper is to address the 

following research questions:  

1. How do ATC Fellows compare to their peers in using effective classroom practices, as 

measured by third part observers? 

2. How effective do students perceive ATC Fellows to be relative to their peers on the 

following dimensions of teaching: 

 Overall learning 

 High Expectations 

 Content Knowledge 

 Preparation for Class 

 Relationships in Class 

 Relationships outside Class 

 Behavior Management 

 Class Engagement 
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II. Prior Literature: How effective are alternative certification teachers?  

Broadly speaking, alternative paths to licensure do not require individuals to have 

obtained a degree in education in order to earn a teaching certification. Alternative pathways 

generally place more emphasis on classroom experience and ongoing development, while 

traditional paths emphasize child development courses and pedagogical theory (Fraser, 2009). 

There is great variety in the design and reach of alternative licensure programs for teachers in the 

United States. In a national evaluation of traditional and alternative routes to certification, 

Constantine et al (2009) found that alternatively certified (AC) teachers received anywhere from 

75-795 hours of instruction over the course of their program, while traditionally certified (TC) 

teachers received anywhere from 240-1,380 hours of instruction over the course of their 

program, highlighting both the overlap between alternative and traditional certification programs, 

and the variation between programs under each umbrella term.  

Constantine et al also found that AC teachers were more likely to identify as Black, be 

older, and have children than TC teachers, but there were no differences between AC and TC 

teachers in terms of average SAT score, highest degree earned, or whether they were currently 

taking courses. In addition to the national 2009 review, there are several rigorous evaluations of 

the effectiveness of AC programs, mostly of selective AC pathways. Generally, evaluations of 

AC programs use randomized control trial or quasi-experimental design methods; we organize 

our review of the literature along these broad categories. In this section, we will summarize the 

evidence from the literature on the effectiveness of alternatively certified teachers1, and discuss 

                                                      
1An initial search of EbscoHost using the terms “alt* cert* and education or teach*) returned 2,890 initial articles. 
We then limited the results to articles with full text available published in 1990 or later (Teach for America, the most 
widely-known selective alternative certification program, was started in 1989), reducing the number of articles to 
1,373.  Narrowing the search to focus on empirical studies by adding the search term “effect*” reduced the list to 
350 articles. We then retained only include journal articles, academic journal articles, and reports found in education 
or economic databases (ERIC, Academic Search Complete, MasterFILE Premier, or EconLit). This reduced our 
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the methods used in prior studies as guidance for our own analysis. We will conclude this section 

by showing that our evaluation of the Arkansas Teacher Corps can make a valuable contribution 

to the overall literature. 

In general, AC programs can be more or less selective, recruiting recent college graduates 

from highly selective universities as do Teach for America and the New York Teaching Fellows, 

or attracting career switchers or recruiting graduates from less-selective universities. Given the 

variation in both alternative certification (AC) and traditional certification (TC) programs, we 

would expect to see variation in the findings of research looking at the effectiveness of 

alternative certification programs. In line with this hypothesis, studies of selective programs have 

generally produced different results than studies of non-selective alternative certification 

programs. Selective alternative certification programs generally recruit high achieving 

individuals (measured by GPA, past test scores, leadership activities, and in-person interviews). 

Often, selective programs will also target recruitment efforts at prestigious universities to attract 

high achieving, ambitious individuals to the classroom.  

In contrast, non-selective programs have low admission criteria, generally requiring only 

a bachelor’s degree and a minimal undergraduate GPA. Non-selective programs do not select 

participants based on past evidence of their achievement, and typically do not focus their 

recruitment efforts on individuals who have found success in other areas, whether academic or 

professional. Constantine et al (2009) conducted a random assignment study in which students 

were randomly assigned to teachers in 63 schools across the country to examine differences in 

                                                      

search results to 166 titles. We read all 166 titles, saving 23 articles that seemed to be rigorous experimental or 
quasi-experimental evaluations of alternative certification programs. Abstracts were then read for relevance and 
methods. Relevant articles were then read in full and included if they were primary studies evaluating alternative 
certification programs with a valid comparison group).  
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effectiveness between traditionally certified teachers and alternatively certified teachers from 

non-selective programs, finding no significant differences in student achievement on math or 

literacy exams between the two groups of teachers. Sass (2011) used quasi-experimental 

methods, controlling for school-level fixed effects as well as teacher and student characteristics, 

to examine the relative effectiveness of alternatively certification teachers from selective and 

non-selective programs and traditionally certified teachers, finding null effects for alternatively 

certified teachers from non-selective programs and positive effects for alternatively certified 

teachers from selective programs.   

Of course, the best known selective AC program is Teach for America, and there have 

been several rigorous studies of the effectiveness of this program. For example, Decker et al 

(2004), Glazerman et al (2006) and Chiang et al (2014) used experimental methods to evaluate 

TFA, and found positive effects in math but null effects in reading. Using the same dataset as 

Decker et al, Antecol et al (2013) confirmed the positive effects for TFA in math, but did not 

evaluate literacy outcomes. The preceding four studies exploited random assignment of students 

to teachers in multiple schools across the country to identify the impact of Teach for America on 

student achievement, lending confidence to their findings that the program was generally 

effective in improving math outcomes, and having no significant impact on reading outcomes.  

While random assignment studies are the gold standard of social science research, 

rigorous quasi-experimental studies have also been conducted to evaluate selective alternative 

certification programs. Kane et al (2006) use value-added measures to evaluate both Teach for 

America and the New York City Teaching Fellows as compared to traditionally trained teachers 

with the same number of years of experience, finding positive effects for TFA teachers in math 

and negative effects for NYC Teaching Fellows in literacy. Boyd et al (2005) also used value-
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added measures to evaluate Teach for America and the New York City Teaching Fellows as 

compared to traditionally trained teachers with the same level of experience and as compared to 

all traditionally trained teachers, but found negative effects for Teach for America in literacy and 

null effects in math, and negative effects for NYC Teaching Fellows in math and literacy. 

 Darling-Hammond et al (2005) and Raymond et al (2001) used fixed effects to evaluate 

Teach for America teachers relative to all other teachers and beginning teachers in the Houston 

School District. Darling-Hammond et al found positive effects of Teach for America teachers in 

math and null effects in literacy when students were assessed using the Texas state standardized 

assessment; however, they found negative effects of Teach for America teachers in both math 

and reading as measured by the SAT-9 and a Spanish language test for math and reading. In 

contrast, Raymond et al (2001) found positive effects of Teach for America teachers in math, and 

null effects in literacy; Raymond et al also concluded that the distribution of quality among 

Teach for America teachers was higher than among non-Teach for America teachers. Xu and 

Hannaway (2011) used student fixed effects to evaluate Teach for America high school teachers 

compared to all other North Carolina teachers, finding evidence of positive effects in reading, 

and null to positive effects in math. Penner (2014) compared TFA to non-TFA teachers within 

the same school in North Carolina and found evidence of positive effects on graduation for 

students assigned to TFA classrooms. 

Finally, researchers have also detected program effects by using matching strategies. 

Laczo-Kerr et al (2002) matched alternatively certified teachers to certified teachers with similar 

experience to evaluate a mix of alternative certification programs, including Teach for America, 

and found negative effects in math and literacy for one year of their evaluation and null effects in 

the other year evaluated. Clark et al (2013) also utilized classroom-level matching across 
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multiple schools and states to evaluate Teach for America and the New York Teach Fellows 

relative to traditionally certified and non-selective alternatively certified teachers. Clark et al 

(2013) found positive math impacts for Teach for America teachers, and null effects for New 

York Teaching Fellows teachers in math.  

Previous research on the effectiveness of alternative certification teachers typically 

examined math and literacy outcomes, and only focused on teachers in those subjects. Prior 

studies have found evidence of positive impacts of alternatively certified teachers from selective 

programs, and null effects for teachers from non-selective alternative certification program. Most 

of these evaluations of selective programs, such as Teach for America and the New York 

Teaching Fellows, occurred in urban areas. Fewer – if any – studies have been conducted of 

selective programs oriented towards serving high-needs schools in a rural context. This analysis 

fills that gap by evaluating a relatively new—three years old—program that places teachers in 

disadvantaged schools in rural southern Arkansas.  

Moreover, ATC’s design and context differs from TFA and other selective programs in 

important ways and thus the program merits an evaluation in its own right. In contrast to TFA’s 

national scope, ATC is a highly localized program focused on rural disadvantaged schools. 

ATC’s cost per Fellows is much lower than TFA’s cost per CM, and a finding of ATC’s 

effectiveness could provide a model for low-cost statewide AC programs. Further, the majority 

of past evaluations have focused on elementary and some middle school teachers, while many 

alternatively certified teachers work at the high school level; the vast majority of ATC teachers 

teach high school students In Arkansas, the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) projected 

a 10.44% surplus of pre-K through 4th grade teachers and a 6.87% surplus of 5th-8th grade 

teachers in December 2015, but shortages in ten subject areas for high school teachers. There is 
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thus a clear need to evaluate the effectiveness of high school alternatively certified teachers in 

rural schools. This evaluation addresses that need.  

 

III. Arkansas Context 

Arkansas is a mostly rural, mid-southern state with 476,049 K-12 students in 259 school 

districts in the 2015-16 school year. Although graduation rates are high—87% across the state as 

a whole—achievement remains low, with only 43% of students meeting the math readiness 

benchmark on the ACT Aspire assessment in 2014-15, and 68% of students meeting the English 

readiness benchmark on the ACT Aspire (ADE 2016a). Arkansas was also below the national 

average on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in fourth grade math and 

reading in 2015 (NCES 2016). Over 62% of the state’s K-12 students qualified for free or 

reduced price lunch in 2015-16, and almost 40% of Arkansas students are minorities (ADE 

2016g; f). The Arkansas Department of Education declared critical licensure shortage areas in 10 

subject areas for the 2016-17 school year, including art, mathematics, and physical science (ADE 

2016c). In addition to shortages in certain licensure areas, Arkansas public schools must also 

contend with the issue of teacher attrition. Between the 2006-07 and 2014-15 school years, 

between 6.9% and 23.6% of new teachers left the profession after just one year in the classroom, 

and 31.9% to 40.4% of teachers beginning in the 2006-07 through 2010-11 school years left 

within 5 years of entering the classroom (ADE 2016b).  

There are currently five alternative routes to teacher licensure in the state: the Arkansas 

Professional Pathway to Educator Licensure (APPEL), Non-traditional MAT, MED, MTLL 

through Selected AR Colleges and Universities, Teach for America (TFA), Arkansas Teacher 

Corps (ATC), and a Provisional Professional Teaching License (ADE 2016e). Of these, 
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nontraditional certification programs offered through universities prepare the largest number of 

teachers. In the 2014-15 school year, 831 individuals were enrolled in alternative certification 

programs offered through universities; in that same year, APPEL enrolled 364 individuals, TFA 

had 110 Corps Members, and 37 Fellows were in ATC (ADE 2016b). In 2014-15, 618 teachers 

completed alternative certification programs, joining the 1,559 teachers who completed 

traditional certification programs. Interestingly, while the number of people enrolled in 

traditional certification programs decreased from 2010 to 2016 (from 7,067 to 2,053), the 

number of completers from traditional certification programs increased from 2011 to 2015 (from 

1,470 to 2,177). From 2010 to 2016, the number of people enrolled in alternative certification 

programs rose from 1,188 to 1,342, and the number of nontraditional completers rose from 547 

to 618 from 2011 to 2015 (ADE 2016b).  

The Arkansas Teacher Corps is a selective alternative certification program that recruits 

high-achieving, committed individuals who have lived, worked, or studied in Arkansas to 

commit to teaching for three years in a high-needs school in the state. Only three years old, the 

Arkansas Teacher Corps has yet to be rigorously evaluated on whether the teachers it provides 

schools are effective in the classroom.  The next section will delve deeper into the structure of 

the Arkansas Teacher Corps and the program’s theory of change, while section five will detail 

our quasi-experimental methods of evaluation and data.  

 

IV. Program Description and Theory of Change 

The inaugural cohort of the Arkansas Teacher Corps began teaching in 2013. Twenty-one 

Fellows began teaching in their placement school in that year; 14 of those initial Fellows were 

still classroom teachers at their placement school at the time of our study. Twenty Fellows began 
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teaching in their placement school in 2014; of those, 12 were still classroom teachers at their 

placement school at the time of our study. In 2015, 22 Fellows began teaching at their placement 

school; 14 were still classroom teachers at their placement school when we conducted 

observations.   

The Arkansas Teacher Corps was founded with the intent of placing highly qualified 

teachers in underserved schools in the Mississippi Delta region of southern Arkansas, and has 

gradually increased its focus to include schools in other high-needs areas of the state. The 

program rates applicants on academic achievement, critical thinking, responsibility, adaptability, 

commitment, and presence during a rigorous, multistep application process. The average ACT 

score among the first three cohorts of ATC Fellows was 26 (83rd percentile), and the average 

undergraduate GPA among Fellows was 3.37. ATC applicants are also required to submit a 

writing sample along with their application. The program requires a three-year commitment from 

Fellows and attempts to improve retention in the program and in the classroom by recruiting 

applicants who have specific connections to the state of Arkansas. Recruitment efforts are 

focused on university campuses in Arkansas and nearby out-of-state colleges in Tennessee, 

Louisiana, and Mississippi. In addition, recruitment efforts are also aimed at career changers—

individuals who have been working the professional world and want to make the switch to 

teaching. As reference, CMs in the selective Teach for America program have an average 3.42 

undergraduate GPA and are typically recruited from prestigious universities. ATC is much more 

selective than the Arkansas Professional Pathway for Educator Licensure (APPEL) program, 

which requires only a bachelor’s degree and a 2.70 cumulative undergraduate GPA, and does not 

require applicants participate in a similarly rigorous application and interview process.  

 Over the past four years, ATC has received 284 official requests from school leaders for 
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teachers in specific subjects and grades through a survey the program sends out to high-needs 

districts each year. In addition, school administrators may reach out directly to the program via 

phone calls, emails, and texts to request teachers, meaning the number of total requests ATC has 

received over the past four years is likely higher than the 284 official requests. In 2013-14, when 

ATC first began placing teaching teachers in disadvantaged schools, districts requested 1,696 

waivers for teachers to teach without the proper certification. In 2014-15, districts filed 1,613 

such licensure waiver requests with the Arkansas Department of Education.  In 2015-16, 1,424 

waiver requests were filed with the ADE. The Arkansas Teacher Corps emerged as a solution to 

a clear problem in the Arkansas educational landscape: a shortage of highly qualified teachers 

leading to limited personnel choices for principals, teachers teaching outside of their licensure, 

long-term substitutes leading classes, and low student achievement. By placing Fellows in 

disadvantaged schools in southern Arkansas, ATC is addressing an important need in the state 

and fulfilling an immediate goal of the program. However, the program’s goal is broader than 

simply placing adults in the classroom. While a crucial goal of the program is to increase the 

supply of teachers to disadvantaged schools, the program is ultimately concerned with improving 

student outcomes. The underlying logic model of the organization is presented in Figure 1.  

Figure 1: Arkansas Teacher Corps Logic Model 
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This logic model is complex, but each step follows easily from the last. The process 

begins with recruitment, as described above. Program staff work to attract highly competent 

individuals with a clear commitment to service and public education in Arkansas. Then, 

applicants are put through a rigorous application process, and evaluated along six domains: 

achievement, critical thinking, adaptability, responsibility, presence, and commitment through 

their written, phone, and in-person applications and interviews. If accepted into the program, 
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Fellows work with ATC placement staff to interview at and be hired directly by districts. Fellows 

identify the subjects they are interested in teaching, and where they would be willing to teach 

within the state. Program staff use that information to connect Fellows with districts, based on 

district requests for teachers in particular subjects. These steps work to achieve ATC’s proximal 

goal of addressing staffing shortages in southern Arkansas.  

Next, ATC provides an initial 6-week training and teaching experience for Fellows, in 

which development staff work closely with Fellows to develop their instructional and classroom 

management skills, as well as focus on the program’s social justice mission of reducing the 

achievement gap and equitably distributing teaching talent around the state. This development 

continues throughout Fellows’ three years with the program. ATC development staff emphasize 

four goals of Fellows’ development:  

1. critical consciousness,  

2. authentic and reciprocal relationships,  

3. rigorous effective instruction, and  

4. leadership for change agency.  

To borrow from ATC’s internal language, critical consciousness means that “Fellows will 

be self- and socially aware in social justice, diversity, and equity, recognizing and responding to 

prejudice, injustice, and discrimination.” The goal of authentic and reciprocal relationships refers 

to relationships between Fellows and individuals in their school, geographic community, and 

professional communities. ATC envisions rigorous and effective instruction as rooted in “well-

informed and ambitious student learning goals,” especially for “students typically marginalized 

in the education system.” Finally, ATC development staff emphasize that “Fellows will be an 

active agent [sic] of change by developing an empowered internal locus of control, by 
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establishing an authentic leadership presence, and by working with community stakeholders.”  It 

is clear that the program aims to train teachers who are more than deliverers of classroom 

instruction. 

Through this development, the program expects to see effective teaching in the 

classroom, which is characterized by unit planning, data-driven planning, culturally-relevant 

pedagogy, student engagement, constructivist learning, and differentiation. This effective 

teaching will lead to improved student outcomes by ensuring that students are provided with 

rigorous instruction and engage deeply with the educational process.  

The distal, or ultimate, goal of ATC is improved student learning experience and learning 

outcomes. In this evaluation, we focus on a more proximal goal: effective teaching by Fellows, 

as perceived by neutral observers and by students. As stated earlier, many ATC Fellows do not 

teach a tested subject, precluding the use of value-added measures for a significant number of 

our already-limited sample. More importantly from a conceptual standpoint, many of the 

dimensions of teaching we are able to capture by using observations are not measured on a 

standardized test. For example, using our instruments, we directly measure student-teacher 

relationships, an important aspect of teaching that provides students with a role model, mentor, 

and source of letters of recommendation for colleges and jobs. Each of these roles can have a 

significant impact on student outcomes, from instilling grit to opening doors to opportunity. 

Standardized tests can only indirectly measure this effect, assuming that such relationships 

motivate the student to work harder in class, learn more, and perform better on the exam.  

ATC is an untested, new teacher preparation program, and effective teaching is an 

important component of its logic model, and absolutely critical for its ultimate goal of improving 

student outcomes; thus, focusing our evaluation on this aspect of the program is both warranted 
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and sensible. The next section discusses how we measured effective teaching.  

 

V. Methods and Data 

The challenges to identifying program impacts in AC programs have been addressed in 

previous literature in one of three ways: random assignment of students to teachers, using a fixed 

effects model to control for school or student effects, or creating matched classroom pairs. In this 

paper, we use a teacher-level matching strategy in a school-level fixed effects framework. 

Several challenges arose when attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of Arkansas Teacher 

Corps (ATC) Fellows. First, the entire Corps consisted of 40 active Fellows, teaching in 21 

schools across southern Arkansas. This small sample size limits our statistical power and 

increases the chances of a Type II error, where a true effect goes undetected. Second, ATC 

Fellows teach a wide variety of subjects and grade levels, many of which are untested. However, 

as we have previously discussed, the outcomes captured in classroom observations and student 

surveys address an important proximal goal of the organization: effectiveness of classroom 

practices, and therefore represent a valid means of assessing the effectiveness of ATC.  This 

section details how we addressed the challenges of identification in our research design and 

analysis as well as the data we collected in the spring semester of the 2015-16 school year.  

 

The Counterfactual: Within-School Matching Design 

We used a matching design to identify the effectiveness of the Arkansas Teacher Corps 

teachers. Each ATC Fellow was matched with 1-2 teachers within the same school who taught 

the same/similar subject and grade. One interpretation is that this type of comparison group 

represents an upper bound of comparative teacher quality. That is, most often, principals request 
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ATC Fellows because they are unable to fill the position with any teacher. If Fellows were not in 

these positions, it is likely that principals would be forced to fill the position with a long-term 

substitute, a teacher with an emergency license, or an applicant they are similarly unenthusiastic 

about, and who would have been less effective than the typical teachers currently in the school’s 

classrooms. Indeed, if principals were able to simply hire a “typical” teacher, they would likely 

not contact ATC in the first place. Thus, while we use the “typical” teacher as the counterfactual, 

we believe that this likely represents an upper bound estimate of the quality of the comparison 

teacher and accordingly, a lower bound estimate of the impact of ATC.  

For each ATC Fellow in a school that agreed to participate in our study (3 schools opted 

out, excluding 5 ATC Fellows from our analytic sample), we asked the principal for two teachers 

within the same school who 1) taught the same subject as the Fellow; 2) taught the same grade as 

the Fellows; and 3) had approximately the same years of experience as the Fellow. Because the 

Arkansas Teacher Corps mainly places teachers in rural Arkansas, we were not able to find two 

exact matches for each Fellow, some of whom are the only teacher of their subject in the school. 

One principal would allow us only to observe one matched comparison teacher per Fellow, while 

another would only allow us to observe the Fellows, and no matched comparison teachers. 

Despite this, we were able to observe all 35 Fellows in participating schools (35) and at least one 

comparison teacher for the 33 matched Fellows. In all, we observed 101 teachers up to 3 times 

during a single semester. If a teacher was absent on the day of an observation, we attempted to 

substitute in another teacher in the school, again asking the principal for a recommended 

“typical” comparison teacher. If necessary, we scheduled a make-up observation for the absent 

teacher. We average each teacher’s ratings across their observation rounds to account for the 

different number of observations per teacher. All of our analyses presented below use ordinary 
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least squares regressions, leveraging OLS’ small sample properties to avoid bias resulting from 

our limited sample.  

Matching teachers within the same school should reduce bias in our estimates; however, 

there may still be school-level effects, such as principal leadership, development opportunities, 

and community support, which impact teacher effectiveness in the schools. For this reason, our 

preferred specification includes school-level fixed effects. 

 

Sample & Data 

Our data are from two main sources: classroom observations (described above) and 

teacher surveys, through which we collected information on teacher demographics. Our analytic 

sample can thus only include teachers for whom we have survey and observation data.  In total, 

we sent out 101 teacher surveys via email and fax, and reminded teachers to complete the 

surveys through their principals, emails, fax, and phone calls to the school office. Of the 101 

surveys we sent out, 81 teachers completed the teacher survey, but 3 completed the survey twice, 

leaving us with 78 unique responses. Our analytic sample when controlling for experience is 78 

observations; our analytic sample without controlling for experience is 100 observations.  
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Sample Characteristics 

 Table 1 describes the ATC Fellows and their matched comparison teachers. 

Table 1: Demographics, ATC and Comparison Teachers 

  Observation Data Student Surveys  
ATC Comparison ATC Comparison 

Sample Characteristics     

Total Number of Teachers 35 66 39 59 

Total Number of  Schools 21 21 24 20 

Teacher Characteristics       
Average Experience 1.1 7.0 1.0 6.4 

% Female Teachers 55.0% 66.7% 52.9% 64.4% 
School Characteristics       

Average Class Size 15.3 15.8 16.3 16.0 
 Subject Areas       

Arts  5 (14.3%) 12 (18.2%) 5 (12.8%) 7 (11.9%) 
Social Sciences  16 (45.7%) 29 (43.9%) 17 (43.6%) 25 (42.4%) 

Hard Sciences  14 (40.0%) 26 (39.4%) 17 (43.6%) 28 (47.5%) 

Grade Level       

Elementary School  5 (14.3%) 11 (16.7%) 5 (12.8%) 5 (8.5%) 
Middle School  9 (25.7%) 16 (24.2%) 10 (25.6%) 15 (25.4%) 

High School  21 (60.0%) 39 (59.1%) 23 (59.0%) 31 (52.5%) 

 

 As shown in Table 1, most ATC Fellows teach either the social sciences— English 

Language Arts, social studies, foreign languages, or business— or hard sciences—math or 

science. Only five Fellows teach the arts—art, music, or theater. ATC Fellows are 

overwhelmingly teaching high school, with 21 teachers placed in 9-12th grade classrooms, 9 

teachers placed in 6-8th grade classrooms, and 5 teachers placed in K-5 classrooms. The second 

column of Table 1 shows that, while the sample contained roughly 2 comparison teachers for 

each ATC teacher, we also had to substitute comparison teachers during some observations due 

to teacher absences or other classroom irregularities that prevented an observation; there were 

also ATC Fellows for whom we only had one comparison teacher, and two ATC Fellows (both 

teaching high school science) for whom we had no matched comparison teacher. About half of 
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all ATC Fellows are female, while almost 64% of comparison teachers are female; to account for 

this, we control for gender in all of our models below.  

 

Outcome Measures 

We focus in this evaluation on a proximal goal of ATC—teaching effectiveness as 

perceived by outside observers and students. The program has an explicit theory of what 

effective teaching looks like, with specific goals for what Fellows should be doing in the 

classroom with their students. ATC development staff describe effective teaching as 

encompassing unit planning, data-driven planning, culturally relevant pedagogy, student 

engagement, constructivist learning, and differentiation. With the exception of Fellows’ planning 

process, we can observe whether and to what extent these practices are taking place in the 

classroom by observing actual teaching sessions. While recent studies have focused on value-

added measures of teacher effectiveness or pairing value-added with classroom observations (as 

in the Measures of Effective Teaching reports released by the Gates Foundation), relying on 

observation data is not without precedent. Dewalt and Ball (1987) relied on classroom 

observations to examine the relationship between teacher preparation program and teaching 

competence, evaluating teachers on 12 dimensions of competence (in King Rice 2003).  

Effectiveness in teaching for this evaluation was measured using a classroom observation 

instrument based on the Arkansas Teacher Excellence and Support System, which in turn was 

based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching. The Framework for Teaching was used 

in the Measuring Effective Teaching Project (MET Project) as one of five included observation 

protocols; that research only included Domains 2 and 3 (Classroom Environment and 

Instruction) in its evaluations of teachers. In the MET experimental study, researchers found that 
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teachers’ scores on the Framework for Teaching were positively associated with student 

achievement (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 2012). The report also recommended that 

teacher observation scores be averaged across observations; we follow that practice here (Bill & 

Melinda Gates Foundation 2012). By focusing specifically on classroom practices, we are able to 

capture important nuances in teaching effectiveness that matter for students’ experiences and 

learning, and which are important goals for the program. We focus on two main aspects of 

teaching for this analysis: classroom environment and instruction.  

 

Observers 

As noted by The New Teacher Project (2009), most teacher evaluations do not result in 

differentiated ratings between teachers. To avoid any potential bias in ratings caused by teacher-

principal relationships, we hired 14 outside observers through the College of Education at the 

University of Central Arkansas (UCA) to conduct observations for the study. Observers were 

trained on the observation instrument and given the chance to offer suggestions for improvement, 

based on their experiences training teacher candidates at UCA and their own professional 

backgrounds. We conducted three rounds of observations, coordinating with school 

administrators to plan the observations. Teachers were informed about the study, but did not 

know the specific dates or times of the observations in advance. We coordinated with schools to 

avoid disruptions to the normal teaching day, such as interim or end-of-year testing, assemblies, 

and field trips. Because we did not notify teachers in advance of the observations, we did find 

some classrooms engaged in class-specific testing, hosting guest speakers, or other irregularities 

that limited our observers’ ability to evaluate the teacher. There were also other unforeseen 
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irregularities, such as power outages and flash flooding, which caused our observations to be 

rescheduled. When necessary, we returned on a different date to make up the observation. 

 

Measuring Effectiveness—Classroom Observations 

1. Classroom Environment 

Our observation instrument, available in Appendix C, captures information about 

teaching effectiveness in the domains of Classroom Environment and Instruction. The 

observation instrument was developed through a review of the Arkansas Teacher Excellence and 

Support System (TESS), which is based on the Danielson Framework for Teaching (FFT). 

Detailed descriptions of each potential rating (unsatisfactory to basic) for each subdomain 

generated potential student and teacher actions that stand as evidence of teachers’ proficiency in 

each area. These descriptions were used to generate a checklist of teacher and student actions 

that observers looked for during 15 minute segments of the class period. Observers took note as 

to whether each action took place or not (or was not applicable to the situation) in each 15 

minute segment, remaining in the class for the entire period. During a calibration day with our 

observers, all faculty at the College of Education at the University of Central Arkansas, the 

teacher and student actions were refined and observers calibrated to correctly and consistently 

notice and label teacher and student actions, as well give comparable ratings across teachers. In 

measuring classroom environment, observers made note of such details as whether students were 

in the appropriate place in accordance with teacher instructions or a clear procedure; whether 

there are clear indications that the teacher knew his or her students (evidenced by use of names, 

personalized motivators, relevant examples in explaining content), and whether students 

appeared to be on task and engaged the majority of the time.  
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At the end of the period, observers gave teachers a 1-4 (unsatisfactory to distinguished) 

rating on the five FFT subdomains of classroom environment: creating an environment of respect 

and rapport, establishing a culture for learning, managing classroom procedures, managing 

student behavior, and organizing physical space.2 These ratings were then averaged together to 

create a composite classroom environment rating for each specific teacher for each specific 

observation. Each teacher thus received three distinct ratings in classroom environment over the 

course of the spring semester (one from each observation); these ratings were averaged together 

to create one single overall rating in classroom environment for each teacher. Ratings were then 

standardized and are reported in standard deviations below.  

 

2. Instruction 

 Our observers also rated teachers on the FFT domain of Instruction. The same procedure 

was followed for developing the specific teacher and student actions noted by observers during 

each classroom observation, developing a list from the detailed descriptions of ratings for each 

subdomain, then revising and calibrating the observation instrument with observers. In 

measuring instruction, observers made note of such practices as whether the teacher explained 

the purpose of each activity, whether teachers used content-specific vocabulary, and whether 

students were working in pairs or small groups. At the end of the period, observers again gave 

teachers a 1-4 rating on the five FFT subdomains of instruction: communicating with students, 

                                                      
2 These domains are the same as those covered in the Arkansas Teacher Excellence Support System (TESS), which 
the state has adopted for the purpose of teacher evaluation. These domains are thus highly policy relevant and 
considered important in the teaching process.  
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using questioning and discussion techniques, engaging students in learning, using assessment in 

instruction, and demonstrating flexibility and responsiveness.  

 

Calculating Teacher Ratings 

We create one measure of effectiveness from the two parts of our observation instrument 

to identify the impact of ATC on teacher effectiveness. First, we use the ratings that observers 

gave on each of the ten subdomains of the Danielson Framework for Teaching, and on our 

observation instrument.3 We average those scores to create an overall rating for each teacher in 

each observation, and then combine each teacher’s three ratings into one overall average rating. 

By doing so, we have 13 ratings per teacher—one overall average rating, an average classroom 

environment rating, an average instruction rating, and an average rating in each of the five 

subdomains of each classroom environment and instruction. Second, we also construct a rating 

for each teacher for each observation in classroom environment, instruction, and overall based on 

the specific teacher and student actions recorded by observers during the course of each 

observation. These practices (detailed in the observation instrument found in Appendix C) are 

tied specifically to the Framework for Teaching domains, and are averaged for each observed 

class period for each teacher. We then scale up the average frequency count score (between 0 

and 1) onto the same scale as the observer ratings for each domain (1 to 4). Using the observer 

ratings includes the observers’ subjective sense of how the classroom felt and qualitative 

information about how teacher and students interacted. In other cases, using observable facts 

may be more informative than relying on observers’ potentially subjective ratings. We average 

                                                      
3 The subdomains are: 1) respect and rapport; 2) culture of learning; 3) classroom routines and procedures; 4) 
behavior management; 5) physical environment; 6) communicate with students; 7) rigorous questions; 8) student 
engagement; 9) using assessment in instruction; and 10) responsiveness to students 
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each teacher’s subjective (observer-given) and objective (based on frequency of practices) 

ratings in our analyses.4 This allows us to utilize all information collected during each 

observation, while mitigating the shortcomings of either individual rating method.  We 

standardize these ratings so that all results are reported in standard deviation units. 

 

Measuring Effectiveness—Students’ Perceptions 

We surveyed all students of all ATC and comparison teachers in the spring of 2016. 

Students did not know that this survey was conducted as part of an evaluation of the Arkansas 

Teacher Corps, and were not compensated for completing the survey. We surveyed students in 

class, and teachers were not responsible for administering the survey to their students. We might 

expect students to give inflated ratings to all their teachers because they have built relationships 

with their teachers throughout the year and do not want to seem to insult them to outsiders. 

However, these inflated ratings should be given to both ATC and comparison teachers. Thus, 

while the ratings given by observers may be closer to a true measure of a teacher’s effectiveness 

related to teaching practices, student ratings can measure differences between teachers on other 

important dimensions, such as building strong relationships with students and generating student 

engagement and enthusiasm among students. This also represents an important source of 

information on teacher classroom effectiveness. 

Surveys consisted of 41 closed-response items, each answered on a 4-point Likert scale. 

Questions were adapted from the Panorama student survey, a nationally validated survey 

                                                      
4
 Observer-given ratings and frequency counts of teacher practices are highly correlated; the full correlation matrix 

is available in Appendix B.  
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instrument designed to measure students’ perceptions of their teachers.5 Questions were added 

and modified to include comparative measures of teacher quality (e.g. my current teacher 

compare to my other teachers). Students were also asked three open-ended questions about their 

teacher. The full student survey is presented in Appendix D. We use 40 questions6 to measure 

eight constructs through the student survey. We collapse student survey results by teacher, so 

that each teacher has one score for each construct measured to avoid unfair weighting of teacher 

scores based on how many students are enrolled in each teacher’s classes. This also removes any 

artificial statistical precision potentially lent to the model by the large N of student surveys.  

Table 2 summarizes these constructs, their internal reliability as measured by Cronbach’s alpha, 

and sample items from the student survey. We also include our prediction of how ATC teachers 

will do on each construct, based on prior evaluations of alternatively certified teachers and 

ATC’s logic model.  

                                                      
5 The Panorama Student Survey resulted from a collaboration between the Harvard Graduate School of Education 
and Panorama Education. More information can be found at http://www.panoramaed.com/panorama-student-survey  
6One item (question 41) was excluded during the process of validating the constructs. Designed to be part of the 
preparation for class construct, student responses indicated that the question was confusing and did not contribute to 
the construct’s validity.  

http://www.panoramaed.com/panorama-student-survey
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Table 2: Student Survey Constructs 

Construct # Items Alpha Sample Item Predicted Effect 

Overall learning 5 0.964 Overall, how much have you learned from 
this teacher about <SUBJECT>? 

Null to Positive 

High expectations 8 0.951 How often does this teacher encourage you 
to do your best?  

Positive 

Content knowledge 4 0.949 How often is your teacher able to answer 
your questions regarding <SUBJECT>? 

Positive 

Preparation for 
class 

2 0.882 How prepared is your teacher for class?  Null to Negative 

Relationships in 
class 

6 0.969 If you walked into class upset, how 
concerned would your teacher be?  

Positive 

Relationships 
outside class 

5 0.946 How approachable is your teacher outside 
of class?  

Null to Negative 

Behavior 
management 

4 0.969 How often do students behave well in class?  Negative 

Class engagement 6 0.970 Overall, how interesting does this teacher 
make what you are learning in class?  

Null to Positive 

     
Total Surveys Administered 7,265 

 

We measure eight constructs in the student survey: overall learning, high expectations, 

content knowledge, preparation for class, relationships in class, relationships outside of class, 

behavior management, and class engagement. Each construct has a high Cronbach’s alpha, 

indicating its reliability. Previous research on alternative certification teachers leads us to believe 

that ATC teachers will have a positive effect in content knowledge, and a negative effect in 

behavior management. The criticism of TFA that its Corps Members are simply “voluntourists,” 

without real connections to the communities in which they work, lead us to think that ATC 

Fellows will have null to negative effects in relationships outside of class. ATC’s focus on high 

expectations and student relationships leads us to believe that ATC teachers will have a positive 

effect in high expectations and relationships in class. The availability of support for ATC 

teachers and ongoing development would lead us to believe that ATC teachers would be highly 

prepared for class, but their relative lack of experience could also put them at a disadvantage in 
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creating lesson plans and having materials for class, as they do not have materials from prior 

years to draw on—we thus hypothesize that there will be a null effect in this area. ATC 

development stresses student-centric teaching practices, which should increase ATC’s 

effectiveness in class engagement; however, their counterparts have generally been trained for 

four to five years in pedagogy and teaching strategy, so we believe we will find a null effect on 

engagement as well. Of course, the ATC logic model explicitly calls for greater student learning 

as a result of ATC teachers being in the classroom; however, because of the mix of hypotheses in 

the seven components of a successful classroom, we believe this effect will be null to positive.    

There are reasons to prefer both the observer ratings and student survey results in this 

analysis. While our observers observed each teacher two-three times throughout the 2016 spring 

semester, collecting hundreds of hours of information7 on teacher practices and effectiveness, 

students ostensibly attend class every day and have access to more information about their 

teacher’s day-to-day practices than do our intermittent observers. However, while our observers 

were highly trained and experienced in working with teacher evaluation and calibrated on our 

observation instrument, students each bring their own unique perspectives and criteria of teacher 

quality to their assessments of their teachers. Indeed, the constructs measured by the student 

survey have high internal validity, as shown by their high Cronbach’s alphas, meaning that 

students are evaluating real aspects of teaching that observers are not able to measure. This 

indicates that observers and students are capturing different, if related, aspects of teaching.8  

Therefore, we do believe that information collected through student surveys are a useful way of 

                                                      
7 In total, our observers rated 201 hours of class time during 268 classroom observations, each of which lasted an 
average of 45 minutes.  
8 In general, student survey constructs and observer outcomes are weakly correlated, although there are strong 
correlations between the three observed outcomes and the eight survey constructs. The full correlation matrix is 
shown in Appendix B.  
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triangulating teacher effectiveness; while they do not provide the whole (or the most objective) 

picture of teacher effectiveness, they do add important insight into the impact of ATC teachers 

on student experiences of school and ultimately, therefore, on students’ futures.  

 

Estimating Impacts of ATC—Building a Model 

 We use multivariate OLS regression techniques to determine the effect of ATC on 

teacher effectiveness in classroom environment, instruction, and overall. Our general model is:  𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛾1𝑎𝑡𝑐𝑖 + 𝜷𝒙𝒊 + 𝜹𝒄𝒊 + 𝜀 

Our outcomes are our observer domains: overall effectiveness, classroom environment, and 

instruction; and our student constructs: overall learning, high expectations, content knowledge, 

preparation for class, relationships in class, relationships outside of class, behavior management, 

and class engagement. Our coefficient of interest is 𝛾1, which estimates the average difference in 

effectiveness between ATC Fellows and their matched counterparts. We include a variety of 

teacher characteristics in vector 𝒙𝒊, including gender, subject taught, average class size, and 

experience (which we log to allow for diminishing returns). We also include school level effects, 𝒄𝒊, to control for school-level factors that may systematically impact teacher quality, such as a 

supportive administration, instructional coaches, schoolwide discipline policies, and community 

support. For observer outcomes, we show results with and without controlling for teacher 

experience; for student outcomes we only report results while controlling for experience, but 

results without controlling for experience are available in the appendix. Our preferred model 

includes controls for experience. Although part of the treatment of ATC is having an 

inexperienced teacher, the proper counterfactual to an ATC teacher is having a novice non-ATC 
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teacher. Thus, while it is instructive to see how ATC teachers compare to all other teachers, the 

program effect of ATC is better measured when experience is held equal.  

 

VI. Results 

Observation Results 

 We begin by looking at teachers’ effectiveness as measured by observers. Table 3 shows 

the results of OLS regressions analyzing the difference between ATC and non-ATC teachers. 

The left-most panel examines overall effectiveness, the middle panel shows our results on 

classroom environment, and the right-most panel shows our results when looking at instruction. 

 We saw earlier that our sample was unbalanced on gender, and therefore we control for 

gender in all models. We also include subject area controls, recognizing that what may be 

successful in a math classroom may not be as relevant or helpful in an English classroom. We 

also include average class size, to account for any potential systematic differences between 

teachers with varying class sizes. Finally, we include school fixed effects, removing the 

influence of between-school variation in teacher quality. The second model in each panel 

(columns 2, 5, and 8) is our preferred model, in which we include a control for experience. The 

literature suggests that teachers are generally less effective in year one than in later years, but 

effectiveness does not continue to increase with experience systematically after the first few 

years of teaching.  We log each teacher’s total experience to reflect these diminishing returns.  
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Table 3: Observer Ratings9  

 Overall Rating Classroom Environment Instruction 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
       

ATC 0.042 0.087 -0.080 0.042 0.165 0.130 
 (0.321) (0.418) (0.301) (0.408) (0.331) (0.413) 

Hard Sciences -0.414 -0.821 -0.431 -0.757 -0.367 -0.824 
 (0.418) (0.622) (0.382) (0.621) (0.445) (0.590) 

Social Sciences -0.328 -0.521 -0.270 -0.546 -0.362 -0.458 
 (0.354) (0.424) (0.292) (0.434) (0.406) (0.401) 

Female Teacher 0.167 -0.009 0.131 -0.040 0.181 0.012 
 (0.249) (0.494) (0.264) (0.474) (0.228) (0.490) 

Avg Class Size 0.012 0.036 0.022 0.036 0.001 0.033 
 (0.036) (0.048) (0.029) (0.045) (0.042) (0.049) 

Log(Experience)  0.123  0.167  0.072 
  (0.141)  (0.158)  (0.126) 
       

School FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
       

Observations 100 78 100 78 100 78 
Adjusted R-squared 0.025 0.057 0.023 0.048 0.024 0.048 

Standard errors clustered by school     *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 
Table 3 first demonstrates the low explanatory power we have in these models—we have 

low adjusted R-squared values in all models. The problem is exacerbated in the models in which 

we do not control for teacher experience, validating our preferred model which does include 

experience. However, even after controlling for experience our explanatory power remains low, 

indicating that there are other, unaccounted factors that have a significant impact on observed 

teacher effectiveness. The second striking feature of Table 3 is the lack of statistical significance 

across models. We have a limited sample size—78 teacher-level observations when including 

experience—and therefore do not have the statistical power to detect an effect on a noisy 

outcome, including observed teacher effectiveness.  

                                                      
9 In an alternate specification, we used interaction effects to determine if ATC teachers differ in effectiveness based 
on their subject area. None of the interaction effects were significant. Results available upon request.  
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Focusing first on our preferred model the left-most panel, column (2), we see that ATC 

teachers are rated slightly more positively (0.087 standard deviations) by observers on overall 

effectiveness than their counterparts, but the result is not statistically significant.  Arts teachers 

are rated more highly than hard sciences or social sciences teachers by observers, but the 

difference is not significance and applies to both ATC and non-ATC teachers. Teacher 

effectiveness seems to increase slightly (0.036 standard deviations) as class size increases, but 

again the effect is not statistically significant. There are positive returns to experience, but by 

taking the log of teachers’ years of experience, we account for diminishing returns to experience 

in the model. Our observers found no significant differences between ATC and non-ATC 

teachers in observed overall effectiveness.  

The middle panel of Table 3 examines ATC effectiveness in classroom environment. 

Column (4) is our preferred model, in which we control for experience. In column (4), ATC 

teachers are nominally more effective in classroom environment than their counterparts (0.042 

standard deviations), but the difference is not statistically significant. Hard sciences teachers are 

rated as nominally less effective in classroom environment than are arts teachers (by 0.757 

standard deviations), but the difference is not statistically significant. Social sciences teachers are 

also nominally less effective in classroom environment than arts teachers (by 0.546 standard 

deviations), but the effect is not statistically significant. Female teachers are rated as slightly less 

effective than their male counterparts (0.040 standard deviations), but the difference is not 

statistically significant. Average class size has a small positive, but insignificant impact on 

observed teacher effectiveness in classroom environment. Experience again has positive, but 

diminishing, returns to effectiveness. The average ATC teacher is in their second year of 

teaching, so controlling for experience in this model may be controlling away part of the ATC 
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treatment effect. However, we do not know if the observed positive ATC effect in classroom 

environment without controlling for experience would persist as ATC teachers gain experience 

past their fifth year in the classroom, or if diminishing returns to experience would set in for 

ATC teachers in a similar pattern as is observed for non-ATC teachers. In 2015-16, the most 

senior ATC Fellows were their third year in the classroom, so we will need to track ATC alum as 

they continue to teach in order to observe the full effect of experience on ATC development.  

The final panel of Table 3 analyzes ATC teachers’ observed instructional effectiveness. 

Column (6) is our preferred model, as it controls for experience, which column (5) omits. In 

column (6), ATC teachers are an estimated 0.130 standard deviations more effective than their 

peers, but the effect is not statistically significant. Arts teachers are rated more favorably by 

observers than either hard sciences teachers or social sciences teachers, but the differences are 

not statistically significant. Female teachers are rated as essentially the same as male teachers in 

instruction. There is again a small, insignificant positive relationship between average class size 

and effectiveness (0.033 standard deviations), but the estimate is not statistically significant. 

Experience again has a positive, but diminishing and insignificant, impact on effectiveness.  

The observers found slight positive effects for ATC in overall effectiveness, classroom 

environment, and instructional effectiveness, but the estimates were not statistically significant. 

In sum, third party observers were not able to detect a meaningful difference in observable 

classroom effectiveness between ATC and non-ATC teachers. We turn next to student 

perceptions of their teachers’ effectiveness.  
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Student Survey Results 

 We have eight outcomes captured by student surveys: overall learning, high expectations, 

content knowledge, preparation for class, relationships in class, relationships outside of class, 

behavior management, and class engagement. Table 4 presents the results from our preferred 

model, in which we control for teacher experience as well as teacher gender, subject area, 

average class size, and school effects.10 Our variable of interest is whether or not the teacher was 

trained through the ATC program.  

Table 4: Student Survey Results 

 Overall 
Learning 

High 
Expectations 

Content 
Knowledge 

Preparation 
for Class 

Relationships 
in Class 

Relationships 
outside Class 

Behavior 
Management 

Class 
Engagement 

         
ATC 0.164 0.290 0.462* 0.267 0.468 0.428 0.455* 0.288 

 (0.327) (0.317) (0.263) (0.300) (0.334) (0.324) (0.260) (0.333) 
Hard 

Sciences 
-0.624 -0.616 -0.333 -0.320 -0.309 -0.129 -0.113 -0.517 

 (0.441) (0.520) (0.428) (0.470) (0.386) (0.430) (0.455) (0.424) 
Social 

Sciences 
-0.291 -0.262 -0.110 0.036 -0.313 -0.123 -0.237 -0.476 

 (0.548) (0.541) (0.366) (0.462) (0.562) (0.561) (0.409) (0.523) 
Female 

Teacher 
-0.069 -0.052 0.023 -0.143 0.113 0.083 0.187 -0.098 

 (0.447) (0.450) (0.398) (0.452) (0.390) (0.411) (0.346) (0.403) 
Avg Class 

Size 
-0.062 -0.043 -0.033 -0.020 -0.089 -0.085 -0.066* -0.082 

 (0.086) (0.066) (0.047) (0.056) (0.064) (0.058) (0.036) (0.068) 
Log(Exper) -0.228 -0.166 -0.080 -0.079 -0.101 -0.122 0.094 -0.221 

 (0.151) (0.159) (0.145) (0.156) (0.152) (0.154) (0.118) (0.165) 
         

School FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
         

N 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
Adjusted R2 -0.019 0.003 0.148 -0.081 0.085 0.087 0.190 0.086 

Standard errors clustered at the school level    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

                                                      
10 For the sake of brevity, we do not include results of models that do not control for experience, or of ATC Fellows 
by subject area. Results of analyses that do not control for experience are available in Appendix A. Without 
controlling for experience, ATC Fellows are significantly more effective in relationships in class, relationships out 
of class, and class engagement.  There are no differences in effectiveness among ATC teachers by subject area. 
Results are available upon request.  
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We were also able to expand our sample size slightly (from 78 to 79) because some 

principals who would not allow us to observe teachers did agree to let us administer surveys to 

students, provided the teachers and students consented to the survey. However, our sample 

remains limited by the availability of information on teachers’ years of experience and the small 

universe of ATC teachers we are analyzing.   

Before running our analyses, we predicted that ATC teachers would be significantly more 

effective than their counterparts in setting high expectations for students, content knowledge, and 

relationships in class. Our results bear out these predictions for content knowledge. Students 

estimate that ATC teachers are 0.462 standard deviations more effective in content knowledge 

than non-ATC teachers, an effect that is significant at the 90% confidence level. Content 

knowledge was measured on a 1-4 scale, where a score of 4 indicates that students perceived 

their teachers to have a high level of content knowledge. The mean score found for content 

knowledge was 3.26, indicating that in general students believe their teachers possess fairly high 

levels of content knowledge. Despite this high bar, 65.0% of ATC teachers were rated as having 

above average levels of content knowledge, while only 48.9% of comparison teachers were rated 

as having above average levels of content knowledge. Among ATC teachers, the mean content 

knowledge rating was 3.33, while among comparison teachers the mean content knowledge 

rating was 3.20.  

We predicted that ATC teachers would be less effective at behavior management, as they 

have not had the same training as non-ATC teachers in student teaching or other opportunities to 

learn from and practice behavior management techniques. However, ATC teachers are an 

estimated 0.455 standard deviations more effective than non-ATC teachers in behavior 
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management, and the effect is statistically significant. The average rating in behavior 

management was 2.99 for all teachers; 60% of ATC teachers were above average in behavior 

management, while only 47% of comparison teachers were above average in behavior 

management. Among ATC Fellows, the average rating for behavior management was 3.05, while 

among comparison teachers the average rating for behavior management was 2.92.   In practical 

terms, this means that on average students slightly more than agree that their ATC teacher is 

effective at behavior management, while on average students are slightly disagree that their non-

ATC teacher is effective at behavior management.11 

We predicted that ATC teachers would be more effective in developing relationships with 

students inside the classroom because of ATC’s commitment to developing critical 

consciousness within its teachers, and emphasizing the importance of relationships during its 

teacher training sessions. Students estimated that ATC teachers were 0.468 standard deviations 

better at developing relationships with students in class, but the relationship was not statistically 

significant. We also predicted that ATC teachers would be rated significantly more effective than 

non-ATC teachers in setting high expectations. Although ATC teachers are an estimated 0.290 

standard deviations better at setting high expectations than non-ATC teachers, the effect is not 

statistically significant. 

Because of competing factors that could make ATC teachers more or less effective in 

overall learning and class engagement, we predicted that a null to positive effect would be found 

for ATC teachers in these two constructs. This is what we observe in the data. ATC teachers are 

an estimated 0.164 standard deviations better in improving students’ overall learning, but the 

result is not statistically significant. ATC teachers are an estimated 0.288 standard deviations 

                                                      
11 Each construct was measured on a 4-point scale: 1- strongly disagree; 2- disagree; 3- agree; 4- strongly agree.  
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better at engaging students throughout class than on-ATC teachers, but again the result is not 

statistically significant.  

We predicted that ATC teachers would be as or less effective than their counterparts in 

developing relationships with students outside of class, since ATC Fellows are not from the 

communities in which they are teaching, and therefore might feel less compelled to attend 

afterschool functions, or linger at the school after hours, particularly if they commute in from 

another city in Arkansas. However, we estimate that ATC teachers were 0.428 standard 

deviations more effective at developing relationships with students outside of class. While this 

result is not statistically significant, it provides suggestive evidence refuting the notion that 

alternatively certified teachers are simply “voluntourists” who lack a true commitment to the 

area in which they serve.  

We also predicted that ATC teachers would be as or less prepared for class than non-

ATC teachers, as they may have fewer resources from past years or connections in the teaching 

world to ask for suggestions in planning. However, we see a null positive effect for ATC 

teachers on preparation for class as measured by students. ATC teachers are an estimated 0.267 

standard deviations better at being prepared for class, but the difference is not statistically 

significant.  

Consistent with the findings from our observers, hard sciences and social sciences 

teachers are nominally less effective than arts teachers in all eight constructs captured by the 

student surveys, although the differences are not statistically significant. Again consistent with 

the observers’ findings, students find small differences in effectiveness between male and female 

teachers, and the difference is never statistically significant. In contrast to observers, who 

documented a slight positive and insignificant relationship between average class size and 
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effectiveness, students document a small negative relationship between average class size in all 

eight measures of effectiveness. This difference is significant for behavior management—a one 

student increase in average class size is associated with a 0.066 standard deviation decrease in 

effectiveness in behavior management. Students do not feel that larger class sizes are beneficial 

for teacher effectiveness in any of these areas. Students do not perceive the same returns to 

experience that observers noted, but again the estimates are not statistically significant.  

 Overall, students consistently rate ATC teachers are more effective than non-ATC 

teachers, and significantly so in content knowledge and behavior management. Our prediction 

that ATC teachers would be more effective in content knowledge was correct. We predicted that 

ATC teachers would be null to negative in behavior management, and instead found that they 

were significantly more effective according to the students in the classrooms. However, we also 

predicted that ATC teachers would be significantly more effective in setting high expectations 

and building relationships in class, and found null to positive results instead. We predicted that 

we would find a null to positive effect for ATC teachers in overall learning and class 

engagement, which we did see in the results of our analysis. We predicted that ATC teachers 

would be null to negative in preparation for class; our result was null to positive. ATC teachers 

are fulfilling the goals of the logic model in content knowledge, and are either fulfilling or well 

on their way to fulfilling the goals of the program in expectations, preparation for class, behavior 

management, and student engagement.  

 

VII. Conclusion  

Before embarking on this evaluation, we considered what sort of outcomes should be 

viewed as positive or negative for the Arkansas Teacher Corps, a nearly brand new alternative 
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cortication program serving only economically challenged schools and districts. The first half of 

the evaluation was based on multiple formal observations from trained faculty from an 

accredited College of Education within the state of Arkansas. On this measure, an optimistic 

advocate for the new program might have hoped that ATC teachers would surpass the typical 

peer teachers in the district, but a more realistic observer might suggest a good outcome for ATC 

would be if the observers couldn’t tell the difference between the alternatively-certified teachers 

and their typical peers. And, with our relatively small sample of teachers, we indeed found in this 

analysis that ATC teachers were indistinguishable from non-ATC teachers to outside observers 

on measures of overall effectiveness, classroom environment, and instruction.  

Nevertheless, while the small sample size and low statistical power ensured that any 

observed nominal differences were not statistically significant, the good news for ATC was that 

most of the observed differences were in favor of ATC teachers. Observers rated ATC teachers 

as nominally more effective on overall effectiveness, classroom environment, and instruction.  

With the large number of student surveys collected and the explicit ATC focus on 

relationship building, one might have been more optimistic about the potential for this young 

program to inspire meaningful differences in student responses. Indeed, the results from the 

student section of our evaluation do suggest that ATC teachers do have the potential to improve 

the educational experiences for students in low-income schools. Students felt consistently more 

positive about ATC teachers than non-ATC teachers, rating ATC teachers as nominally more 

effective than their counterparts in boosting overall learning, setting high expectations, being 

prepared for class, building relationships with students in and out of class, and engaging students 

in class. Students also rated ATC teachers as significantly more effective in possessing content 

knowledge and managing student behavior. Table 5 summarizes these findings, and depicts the 
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relationship between the observer domains and student survey constructs. All effects are in 

standard deviations. 

Table 5: Summary of Findings 

Outcome Measure Estimated Effect Significant? 

Overall Indicators   

Overall Effectiveness (Observers) 0.087 No 

Overall Learning (Students) 164 No 

Classroom Environment   
Classroom Environment (Observers) 0.042 No 

High Expectations (Students) 0.290 No 
Relationships in Class (Students) 0.468 No 

Behavior Management (Students) 0.455 Yes 
Instruction   

Instruction (Observers) 0.130 No 
Content Knowledge (Students) 0.462 Yes 

Class Engagement (Students) 0.288 No 
Other Outcomes   

Preparation for Class (Students) 0.267 No 
Relationships outside of Class (Students) 0.428 No 

 

 As reiterated in Table 5, ATC teachers are found to be significantly more effective in 

content knowledge and behavior management. ATC teachers are also found to be nominally 

more effective in preparing for class, engaging students in learning, instructional practices, 

behavior management, setting high expectations, fostering overall learning, creating a classroom 

environment conducive to learning, and overall observed effectiveness.  

The ATC model relies on the organization’s ability to recruit individuals highly 

knowledgeable about their subject and with a commitment to teaching in a struggling school to 

ensure that all students, regardless of their background, has access to a high quality teacher. 

These results suggest that ATC recruitment and content development processes are working to 

ensure that they are providing schools with teachers who are more knowledgeable about their 

subject than the schools would otherwise be able to find. ATC’s focus on critical consciousness 

and developing authentic relationships with students and communities also seems to be working 
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from the students’ perspectives, who feel they have better relationships with ATC teachers than 

non-ATC teachers both inside and outside the classroom. Observers also note that ATC teachers 

are more frequently engaging in positive classroom environment actions than non-ATC teachers. 

On the whole, ATC is providing schools with teachers who are just as good as or slightly better 

than the non-ATC teachers they have also chosen to hire, indicating that the three-year old 

program with its abridged teacher training program is at least as effective as traditional four to 

five year training programs.  

One plausible interpretation of our results is that they represent a lower bound of the 

effectiveness of ATC teachers, because the comparison group in this analysis is made up of 

“typical” teachers working in the schools with the ATC Fellows. Recall that school leaders seek 

ATC Fellows when they cannot fill teaching positions through their normal recruitment and 

application processes. Thus, the comparison teachers we use in this analysis may well be more 

qualified and capable than the true counterfactual teachers for ATC Fellows—those applicants 

who districts would have been forced to hire if they had had no other options.  

The Arkansas Teacher Corps was created in response to a perceived need in southern 

Arkansas for qualified, motivated teachers. The program attempted to provide high-needs 

schools with a limited pool of teacher candidates a source of qualified, effective teachers. While 

the quantitative evidence on the effectiveness of ATC to provide high-quality teachers to schools 

and students in the state is inconclusive, the organization is meeting one of its stated goals: to 

provide teachers to understaffed schools in need. As the three-year old program continues to 

grow and collect data on the effectiveness of its teachers, these and future evaluations of student 

outcomes should guide continued improvement within the program.    
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Appendix A: Student Survey Results from Alternative Models 
 
Table A1: Student Survey Results without Controlling for Teacher Experience 

 Overall 
Learning 

High 
Expectations 

Content 
Knowledge 

Preparation 
for Class 

Relationships 
in Class 

Relationships 
outside Class 

Behavior 
Management 

Class 
Engagement 

         
ATC 0.284 0.370 0.372 0.320 0.547** 0.510** 0.340 0.418* 

 (0.203) (0.231) (0.227) (0.219) (0.230) (0.206) (0.203) (0.218) 
Hard 

Sciences 
-0.325 -0.287 0.011 -0.244 -0.111 0.081 0.073 -0.288 

(0.453) (0.519) (0.440) (0.358) (0.444) (0.451) (0.428) (0.423) 
Social 

Sciences 
-0.067 0.026 -0.018 0.144 0.104 0.220 0.023 -0.188 

(0.374) (0.412) (0.314) (0.271) (0.425) (0.367) (0.293) (0.344) 
Female 

Teacher 
0.141 0.085 0.122 0.122 0.248 0.236 0.361 0.048 

 (0.392) (0.378) (0.393) (0.381) (0.354) (0.341) (0.350) (0.359) 
Avg Class 

Size 
-0.052 -0.028 -0.037 -0.001 -0.056 -0.065 -0.054 -0.063 

(0.066) (0.054) (0.043) (0.049) (0.058) (0.049) (0.039) (0.062) 
         

School FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
         

Observations 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 
Adjusted R2 0.036 0.046 0.127 0.026 0.091 0.135 0.151 0.086 

Standard errors clustered by school   *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix B: Correlation Matrices 

Table B1: Correlations of Observer-Given Ratings and Frequency Count Based Ratings 

 Practices Subjective 
Overall Class 

Enviro 
Instruct Overall Class 

Enviro 
Instruct 

Subjective 
Overall 1.00      

Class Enviro 0.97 1.00     
Instruct 0.96 0.87 1.00    

Practices 
Overall 0.82 0.77 0.80 1.00   

Class Enviro 0.82 0.81 0.78 0.94 1.00  
Instruct 0.71 0.64 0.73 0.94 0.76 1.00 

N  101 101 101 101 101 101 

 
 
 
 
 
Table B2: Observer and Student Survey Outcome Correlations 

 1.Ob 
Rating 

2. Ob 
Class 

Enviro 

3. Ob 
Instruct 

4. 
Overall 

Learning 

5. High 
Expect 

6. 
Content 

Know 

7. 
Prep 

8. 
Relate 

In 
Class 

9. 
Relate 

Out 
class 

10. 
Behave 

11. 
Engage 

1 1.00           

2 0.95 1.00          
3 0.95 0.80 1.00         
4 0.21 0.25 0.15 1.00        
5 0.29 0.31 0.25 0.93 1.00       
6 0.17 0.20 0.12 0.81 0.81 1.00      

7 0.25 0.30 0.16 0.90 0.90 0.82 1.00     
8 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.82 0.87 0.75 0.80 1.00    
9 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.86 0.90 0.74 0.80 0.96 1.00   

10 0.16 0.22 0.09 0.76 0.76 0.82 0.79 0.83 0.80 1.00  
11 0.17 0.18 0.14 0.93 0.92 0.79 0.85 0.90 0.92 0.79 1.00 
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Appendix C: Observation Instrument 

ATC Teacher Effectiveness Study—Observation Form 
*Observations should last the entire class period* 

*Adapted from the AR Teacher Excellence Support System Formative Evaluation form developed by Charlotte 
Danielson* 

 
Check here if class was out of room at time of observation: _____ 

Check here if there was a substitute teacher: _____ 
Check here if students were testing _____ 

 
Date: ___________       Time In/Out: ______/_______          Total minutes__________ 
 
School: _____________________ Teacher: ____________________ Grade: ________  
 
Number of Students Present:      

 
Subject of Lesson: (circle)   Math   Science   English/LA   Soc. Studies   History   Other 
 
Topic of Lesson: _________________________________________________________ 
 

Note:  If classes change during observation, do not continue on the same sheet 

Activity Observed 
Circle whether the action was observed, not observed, 

or not applicable in each time block  

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 

 Classroom Environment—Student Actions 

 

1 Students put classmates down 
 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

2 Students have meaningful discussion with each other  
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

3 Students encourage each other  
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

4 Students are in the appropriate place (at desk, getting 
material, coming to board, etc.) in accordance with 

teacher instructions or clear procedure 
Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

5 Students’ voice levels are appropriate to the activity 
(silent if teacher is talking, discussing with partner(s) 

if assigned, presenting effectively if asked)  
Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

6 Students enter/leave classroom without disruption, if 
necessary (clear procedure for bathroom, tardiness, 

etc.)  

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

7 Students transition between activities without 
disruption 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

8 Students appeared to be on task and engaged the 
majority of the time 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

 Classroom Environment—Teacher Actions 
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9 Teacher addresses student(s) failing to meet 
expectations appropriately (behavior, place, volume, 

activity)  

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

10 Teacher knows students (evidence by use of names, 
personalized motivators, relevant examples in 

explaining content) 
Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

11 Teacher puts students down  
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

12 Teacher answers student questions  
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

13 Desk arrangement facilitates learning activity (facing 
front if teacher is lecturing, groups if working in 

groups, etc.)   

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

14 Technology is in use to achieve lesson objective 
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

15 Manipulatives used to achieve lesson objective  
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

16 Materials for activity or task are accessible to all 
students 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

17 Teacher gives clear instructions for how to transition 
between activities  

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

 Instruction—Student Actions 

 

18 Students ask questions relevant to the lesson’s content Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

19 Number of students contributing to class/small group 
discussion: (please provide a count in each box) 

   

20 Students have choice in what they will be doing 
  

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

21 Students are working independently 
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

 Instruction—Teacher Actions 

 

22 Teacher explains purpose of each activity 
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

 No instruction- leave next 3 rows blank Y    N Y    N Y    N 

23 Direct instruction  
 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N   
N/A 

24 Students working in pairs or small groups  
 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N   
N/A 

25 Student-led full class discussion  
 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

26 Teacher uses content-specific vocabulary  
 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

27 Teacher uses accessible and appropriate Tier 2 
vocabulary (not content specific, but widely used) 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

 No questions asked—leave next 5 rows blank Y    N Y    N Y    N 
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28 Teacher’s instructions prompt students to recall 
information 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

29 Teacher’s instructions prompt students to explain, 
summarize, infer, or discuss 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

30 Teacher’s instructions prompt students to apply 
information in a new situation 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

31 Teacher’s instructions prompt students to analyze or 
evaluate content 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

32 Teacher’s instructions prompt students to create 
something based on learned content  

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

33 Instruction is individualized to meet the needs of the 
students  

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

34 Teacher modifies the lesson if necessary 
 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

35 Teacher gives formal (pre-made) formative 
assessment   

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

36 Teacher gives informal formative assessment (CFU) 
 

Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

37 Teacher gives feedback to formative assessment  
 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

Y   N   
N/A 

 Other Observations 

 

38 Teacher makes error when explaining content  

 
Y   N    Y   N    Y   N    

39 Students can state the purpose of the lesson (ask one 
student when it will not disrupt the lesson) Y   N   N/A 

 Classroom environment has relevant or motivating 
decorations (student work, data tracker, posters, word 

wall, content reminders, clearly marked turn trays, 
etc.) 

Y   N    

 

Additional Notes (more space on back if needed): 
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SUMMARY 

(Please circle/highlight your rating of this teacher in each domain, and 

provide a short explanation of your rating) 

TOTAL OBSERVATION 

What is the level of respect and rapport in the classroom?  Q’s 1, 3, 10, 11 

Unsatisfactory—regular 
interruptions between 

teacher and students and 
among students; 
interactions are 

inappropriate, insensitive, 
or negative. Teacher does 
not deal with disrespectful 

behavior.  

Basic—inconsistent 
interactions between teacher 

and students and among 
students; teacher may display 

favoritism or dislike of a 
particular student. Teacher 

attempts to respond to 
disrespectful behavior, but is 

not always successful. 

Proficient—teacher-student 
interactions are friendly and 

demonstrate caring and respect. 
Interactions are appropriate, 
polite, and respectful among 

students. Teacher consistently 
and successfully responds to 
disrespectful behavior among 

students. 

Distinguished—interactions 
between teacher and individual 
students are highly respectful, 
warm, and caring. Teacher is 
sensitive to individual student 

identities. High levels of civility 
between all members of the 

class. 

Please explain: 

What is the classroom’s culture of learning?  Q’s 3, 8, 12 

Unsatisfactory—lack of 
teacher or student 

commitment to learning; 
little or no student energy 

or investment in tasks. 
Teacher holds low to 

medium expectations of 
students; might hold high 
expectations for one or 

two students.  

Basic—little teacher or student 
commitment to student; class 
seems to be going through the 

motions rather than 
energetically committing to 
learning. High expectations 

held only for the few students 
who seem to have a natural 

aptitude for the subject. 

Proficient—learning is valued by 
all, with high expectations for all 

students. Classroom is a 
cognitively busy place where it 

is understand that hard work 
leads to success. Students see 

themselves as learners and 
support each other in class. 

Distinguished—classroom is a 
cognitively vibrant place, with a 
shared belief in the importance 
of learning. Teacher holds high 

expectations for all students; 
students respond by consistently 

working hard, initiating self-
improvement, making revisions, 
adding detail, and helping peers. 

Please explain:  

To what extent do classroom routines and procedures 
effectively contribute to learning? 

Q’s 6, 7, 17 

Unsatisfactory—much 
instructional time is lost 

to inefficient routines and 
procedures. Little or no 

evidence of teacher 
managing groups, 

transitions, or materials. 
Little or no evidence that 
students know or follow 

established routines.  

Basic—some instructional time 
is lost to partially effective 

classroom routines and 
procedures. Teacher’s 

management of instructional 
groups, transitions, and 

materials is inconsistent. 
Students require regular 

guidance and prompting to 
follow established routines. 

Proficient—little loss of 
instructional time due to 

effective classroom routines and 
procedures. Teacher’s 

management of instructional 
groups and materials are 

consistently successful. Students 
follow established classroom 

routines with minimal guidance 
and prompting. 

Distinguished—instructional 
time is maximized due to 

efficient classroom routines and 
procedures. Students contribute 
to management of instructional 

groups, transitions, and 
materials. Routines are clearly 
well understood and may be 

initiated by students. 

Please explain: 

To what extent is student behavior well-managed?  Q’s 4, 5, 9 

Unsatisfactory—no 
apparent established 

standards of conduct, and 
little or no teacher 

monitoring of student 
behavior. Students 

Basic—established standards of 
conduct, but inconsistent 

implementation. Teacher tries 
to monitor student behavior and 

Proficient—student behavior is 
generally appropriate; clear 

established standards of conduct. 
Teacher consistently responds to 

student misbehavior in a 

Distinguished—student behavior 
is entirely appropriate, and 

actively monitor their own and 
their peers’ behavior against 

established standards of content. 
Teacher’s monitoring of student 
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challenge the standards of 
conduct. Response to 

students’ misbehavior is 
repressive or 
disrespectful.  

respond to student misbehavior, 
but results are uneven. 

proportionate and respectful 
manner. 

behavior is subtle and 
preventative; response to student 

misbehavior is sensitive and 
respectful. 

Please explain:  

How conducive to student learning is the physical 
environment?  

Q’s 13, 14, 15, 16 

Unsatisfactory—physical 
environment is unsafe or 

inaccessible to many 
students. Poor alignment 
between arrangement of 
furniture and resources 
with lesson activities.  

Basic—classroom is safe, and 
essential learning is accessible 
to most students. Teacher’s use 

of physical resources is 
moderately effective; partially 
effective attempts are made to 

modify the physical 
arrangement to suit learning 

activities. 

Proficient—classroom is safe 
and learning is accessible for all 
students; physical arrangement is 

appropriate for each learning 
activity. 

Distinguished—classroom is safe 
and learning is accessible to all 
students, including those with 

special needs. Physical 
arrangement is appropriate to 

each learning activity, and 
students contribute to use or 
adaptation of the physical 

environment to advance learning. 

Please explain:  

How well does the teacher communicate with students?  Q’s 17, 22, 26, 27, 33, 38  

Unsatisfactory—purpose 
of lesson, directions, and 
procedures are unclear 

and confusing to students. 
Teacher’s explanation of 
content contains major 

errors. Teacher’s 
grammar, syntax, or 
inappropriate use of 
vocabulary leaves 
students confused.  

Basic—teacher’s attempt to 
explain instructional purpose 

has limited success. Directions 
and procedures must be re-

explained after initially causing 
confusion. Explanation of 
content may contain minor 

errors. Vocabulary is limited or 
not fully appropriate for 

students’ ages or backgrounds. 
Students are not invited to 
engage with explanation of 

content. 

Proficient—instructional 
purpose is clearly 

communicated, including its 
place in the course’s overall 

sequence of content. Explanation 
of content is scaffolded, clear, 

accurate, and connects with 
students’ experiences and 

knowledge. Students are invited 
to engage with explanation of 

content. No errors in grammar or 
syntax; vocabulary is appropriate 

for students. 

Distinguished—purpose of 
lesson is linked to student 
interests; directions and 
procedures are clear and 

anticipate student 
misunderstanding. Explanation 

of content is thorough and clear, 
with appropriate scaffolding and 
connections to student interests. 
Students help extend content and 

explain material to peers. 
Teacher’s language is expressive 

and expands students’ 
vocabulary. 

Please explain:  

To what extent does the teacher push students through 
rigorous questioning?  

Q’s 18, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 

Unsatisfactory—
questions are not 

cognitively challenging, 
and mostly on the low end 

of Bloom’s taxonomy. 
Teacher mediates all 

questions and answer, 
with a few students 

dominating the 
discussion.  

Basic—single path of inquiry, 
with pre-determined answers, 

or teacher attempts to ask 
higher-order questions, but only 
a few students are involved in 

the exchange. Teacher attempts 
to engage all students in the 

discussion with uneven results. 

Proficient—teacher focuses on 
higher order questions, with 
some lower-level questions 
added in. Students have a 
genuine discussion, with 

appropriate wait time after 
questions, and minimal 

participation by the teacher. 
Teacher successfully engages 

most students in the discussion. 

Distinguished—variety of 
questions and prompts are used 
to challenge students, advance 

high-level thinking, and promote 
meta-cognition. Students 

formulate questions, initiate 
topics, and contribute to 

discussion without prompting. 
Students ensure that all voices 

are heard in the discussion. 

Please explain:  
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To what extent are students engaged in learning?  Q’s 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 33, 34 

Unsatisfactory—learning 
tasks and activities are 

poorly aligned with 
instructional outcomes, or 

require only rote 
responses. The pace of the 
lesson is too slow or too 

rushed, leaving few 
students intellectually 
engaged or interested.  

Basic—learning or prompts are 
partially aligned with 

instructional outcomes, but 
require only minimal thinking. 
Most students are passive or 
compliant. The pacing of the 

lesson may not provide students 
the time needed to be 
intellectually engaged. 

Proficient—learning tasks and 
activities are aligned with 

instructional outcomes and are 
designed to challenge student 
thinking. Teacher scaffolding 
keeps students intellectually 
engaged with important and 

challenging content. Pacing of 
lesson is appropriate. Learning is 

relevant for all students. 

Distinguished—virtually all 
students are intellectually 
engaged with challenging 

content. Learning tasks are well 
designed and scaffolded to align 

with instructional outcomes. 
Students explore important 

content, and initiate inquiry of 
content. Pacing of lesson allows 
students to engage meaningfully 
with content, reflect on learning, 
and consolidate understanding. 
Students may have some choice 
in how they complete tasks, and 

assist each other when 
appropriate. 

Please explain:  

To what extent does the teacher effectively use 
assessment in instruction?  

Q’s 34, 35, 36, 37 

Unsatisfactory—little or 
no assessment or 

monitoring of student 
learning; no or poor 

feedback. Students do not 
appear to know 

assessment criteria and do 
not engage in self-

assessment.  

Basic—sporadic assessment 
during instruction and some 
monitoring of progress of 

learning. Feedback to students 
is general, with students only 

partially aware of the 
assessment criteria. 

Questions/prompts/assessments 
are rarely used to diagnose 

evidence of learning. 

Proficient—assessment is 
regularly used during 

instruction, through teacher and 
student monitoring of progress 
of learning. Students receive 

accurate, specific feedback that 
advances learning. Students are 

aware of assessment criteria, and 
engage in some self-assessment. 
Questions/prompts/assessments 
are used to diagnose evidence of 

learning. 

Distinguished—assessment is 
fully integrated into instruction. 
Students are aware of and may 

have contributed to the 
assessment criteria. Students 

self-assess and receive feedback 
from each other and from the 
teacher. Feedback is accurate, 

specific, and advances learning. 
Questions/ prompts/assessments 
are regularly used to diagnose 

evidence of learning by 
individual students. 

Please explain:  

To what extent is the teacher flexible and responsive to 
student needs?  

Q’s 33, 34, 37 

Unsatisfactory—teacher 
adheres to instruction plan 
despite evidence of poor 
student understanding or 
lack of interest. Teacher 

ignores student questions, 
and blames students or 
their home environment 

for any difficulty in 
learning.  

Basic—teacher attempts to 
modify the lesson when needed 

and respond to student 
questions and interests, with 
moderate success. Teacher 
accepts responsibility for 
student success, but has a 

limited repertoire of 
instructional strategies. 

Proficient—teacher promotes 
successful learning of all 
students, making minor 

adjustments as needed to 
instructional plan, and 

accommodating student 
questions, needs, and interests. 

Teacher persists in seeking 
approaches for students 

struggling in the lesson, drawing 
on a broad repertoire of 
instructional strategies. 

Distinguished—teacher makes 
use of spontaneous events, 
student interest, and other 
opportunities to enhance 

learning. Teacher successfully 
adjusts and differentiates 

instruction to address individual 
student misunderstandings. 
Teacher persists in seeking 

effective approaches for students 
who need help, using an 
extensive repertoire of 
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Appendix D: Student Survey Template12 

1. Overall, how much have you learned from this 

teacher about <SUBJECT>? 

Almost 
nothing 

 ⃝ A little bit ⃝ Quite a bit ⃝ A tremendous 
amount ⃝ 

2. For this class, how clearly does this teacher 

present the information that you need to learn? 

Not at all 
clearly 

 ⃝ Slightly 
clearly ⃝ Quite clearly ⃝ Extremely 

clearly  ⃝ 
3. How often does this teacher give you feedback 

that helps you learn (for example: comments or 

grading on assignments or projects)?  

Almost never 

 ⃝ Once in a 
while ⃝ Often ⃝ Almost always  ⃝ 

4. How often does this teacher require everyone to 

participate in class? 
Almost never 

 ⃝ Once in a 
while ⃝ Often ⃝ Almost always  ⃝ 

5. How much have you learned from this teacher 

compared to your other teachers this year?  
A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
6. This teacher gives me feedback that helps me 

learn ___ often than my other teachers this year.   

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
7. This teacher requires everyone to participate in 

class_____ than my other teachers this year.  

A lot less 
often 

 ⃝ Less often ⃝ More often  ⃝ A lot more 
often ⃝ 

8. How knowledgeable is your teacher about 

<SUBJECT>?  

Not at all 
knowledgeable  

 ⃝ A little bit 
knowledgeable ⃝ Quite 

knowledgeable  ⃝ Extremely 
knowledgeable  ⃝ 

9. How often is your teacher able to answer your 

questions regarding <SUBJECT>? 
Almost never 

 ⃝ Once in a 
while ⃝ Often ⃝ Almost always  ⃝ 

10. This teacher knows ________ about 

<SUBJECT> than my previous <SUBJECT> 

teacher?  

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
                                                      
12 Surveys were adjusted for subject and grade level for each class 

instructional strategies and 
soliciting additional resources. 

Please explain:  

How would you rate this teacher overall?    

Unsatisfactory—teacher 
is ineffective in creating a 

productive learning 
experiences for students. 
Students do not appear to 

have intellectually 
benefitted from going 

through the lesson.   

Basic—teacher attempts to 
provide a meaningful learning 
experience for students, with 
limited effectiveness. Some 

students appear to have 
intellectually benefitted from 

the lesson. 

Proficient—teacher provided a 
productive learning experience 

for most students. Most students 
have intellectually benefitted 

from the lesson, and know how 
the course is helping them grow 

as learners. 

Distinguished—teacher provided 
a meaningful learning experience 

for virtually all students. 
Students can clearly articulate 
what they are gaining from the 
course and from that particular 

lesson.   

Please explain:  
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11. My teacher is able to answer my questions about 

<SUBJECT> ____ often than my previous 

<SUBJECT> teachers.  

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
12. How fair are the rules for the students in this 

class?  

Very unfair 

 ⃝ Slightly unfair  ⃝ Slightly fair ⃝ Very fair  ⃝ 
13. On most days, how pleasant is your teacher’s 
mood?  

 

Very 
unpleasant 

 ⃝ Slightly 
unpleasant   ⃝ Slightly 

pleasant ⃝ Very pleasant  ⃝ 
14. How often do students behave well in this class?  Almost never 

 ⃝ Once in a 
while ⃝ Often ⃝ Almost always  ⃝ 

15. The rules in this class are ____ than my other 

teachers’ rules this year.  
 

Much more 
unfair 

 ⃝ Slightly more 
unfair  ⃝ Slightly more 

fair ⃝ Much more 
fair  ⃝ 

16. My teachers’ mood is _____ compared to my 
other teachers this year.   

 

Much more 
unpleasant 

 ⃝ Slightly more 
unpleasant  ⃝ Slightly more 

pleasant ⃝ Much more  
pleasant  ⃝ 

17. The students in this class are ____ than the 

students in my other classes this year.  

 

A lot less 
behaved 

 ⃝ Less behaved ⃝ More behaved  ⃝ A lot more 
behaved ⃝ 

18. How often does this teacher encourage you to do 

your best? 

 

Almost never 

 ⃝ Once in a 
while ⃝ Often ⃝ Almost always  ⃝ 

19. Overall, how high are this teacher’s expectations 
of you?  

 

Not high at all  

 ⃝ Slightly high  ⃝ Quite high  ⃝ Extremely 
high   ⃝ 

20. This teacher encourages me to do my best _____ 

than my other teachers this year.  

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
21. This teacher’s expectations are ____ than my 
other teachers’ expectations.  

Much lower 

 ⃝ Lower ⃝ Higher ⃝ Much higher ⃝ 
22. Compared to your other teachers in 

<SUBJECT>, the work in this class is ____ 

challenging.  

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
23. In this class, how much do you participate?  Not at all 

 ⃝ A little bit ⃝ Quite a bit  ⃝ A tremendous 
amount  ⃝ 

24. Overall, how interested are you in this class?  Not at all 
interested 

 ⃝ A little bit 
interested  ⃝ Quite 

interested   ⃝ Extremely 
interested  ⃝ 

25. Overall, how interesting does this teacher make 

what you are learning in this class?  

Not at all 
interesting  

 ⃝ A little bit 
interesting  ⃝ Quite 

interesting  ⃝ Extremely 
interesting  ⃝ 

26. Compared to your other classes this year, how 

much do you participate in this class?  

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
27. This teacher makes what we are learning ______ 

than my other teachers in this <SUBJECT>.  

A lot less 
interesting  

 ⃝ Less 
interesting  ⃝ More  

interesting  ⃝ A lot more 
interesting  ⃝ 

28. Compared to my other teachers in this 

<SUBJECT> this teacher makes learning this 

subject___ to learn. 

A lot less fun  

 ⃝ Less fun  ⃝ More fun ⃝ A lot more fun ⃝ 
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29. How interested is this teacher in what you do 

outside of class?  

Not at all 
interested 

 ⃝ A little bit 
interested  ⃝ Quite 

interested   ⃝ Extremely 
interested  ⃝ 

30. If you walked into class upset, how concerned 

would your teacher be?  

 

Not at all 
concerned 

 ⃝ A little bit 
concerned  ⃝ Quite 

concerned   ⃝ Extremely 
concerned ⃝ 

31. How approachable is your teacher outside of 

class?  

Not at all 
approachable 

 ⃝ A little bit 
approachable  ⃝ Quite 

approachable   ⃝ Extremely 
approachable  ⃝ 

32. This teacher is ____ interested in what I do 

outside of class than my other teachers this year.  

 

A lot less 
interested 

 ⃝ Less  
interested  ⃝ More 

interested   ⃝ A lot more  
interested  ⃝ 

33. My teacher would be _____ if I was upset than 

my other teachers this year.  

A lot less 
concerned 

 ⃝ Less  
concerned  ⃝ More 

concerned  ⃝ A lot more  
concerned ⃝ 

34. My teacher is ____ approachable outside of class 

than my other teachers this year.  

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
35. My teacher cares ___ about me than my other 

teachers this year.  

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
36. My teacher believes in me ___ than my other 

teachers this year.  

 

A lot less 

 ⃝ Less  ⃝ More  ⃝ A lot more  ⃝ 
37. How willing is this teacher to take time outside 

of class to help you?  

Not at all 
willing 

 ⃝ Slightly  
willing  ⃝ Quite willing   ⃝ Extremely 

willing  ⃝ 
38. How prepared is your teacher for class? Not at all 

prepared 

 ⃝ Slightly 
prepared ⃝ Quite prepared   ⃝ Extremely 

prepared ⃝ 
39. This teacher is _____ to help me outside of class 

than my other teachers this year.  

A lot less 
willing 

 ⃝ Less willing  ⃝ More willing   ⃝ A lot more 
willing  ⃝ 

40. My teacher is ____ for class than my other 

teachers this year.   

A lot less 
prepared 

 ⃝ Less prepared ⃝ More prepared ⃝ A lot more 
prepared  ⃝ 

41. How often do you have classes when this teacher 

does not engage with you (for example, show videos 

or give you worksheets to do on your own)? 

Almost never 

 ⃝ Once in a 
while ⃝ Often ⃝ Almost always  ⃝ 
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